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Composition of binary for-ms was studied at length by Gauss in his Disqui- 
sitiones and subsequently many other mathematicians contributed to the 
subject. In a long series of papers (see, for example, [I] and [2]) Brandt 
examined the problems of composition of quaternary forms. Recently 
Kaplansky (see [lo, 111) has given new treatments for both these subjects 
using the language of submodules of algebras. In Section I we show that the 
question of when a form can be written as the product of two others is equiv- 
alent to the question of when an admissible submodule of a composition 
algebra contains a product of two others. Composition algebras have been 
shown to have dimensions I, 2,4, or 8 except for the case of purely inseparable 
field extensions of characteristic two, and in the separable eight-dimensional 
case they are the Cayley algebras. We study composition of eight-dimensional 
quadratic forms over a ring R by examining the R-submodules of Cayley 
algebras over the quotient field of R which contain products. We do not 
study the purely inseparable case and restrict our investigations to those 
forms which come from a Cayley algebra. In Section II we show that given 
any two maximal orders of a Cayley algebra V over a field with a discrete 
valuation there is an automorphism of V which sends one to the other. Van 
der Blij and Springer [13] have proved this result assuming that R is complete 
and that V is a Cayley matrix algebra. We also show that in the case V is a 
division algebra over a complete field, 9? has a unique maximal order. In 
Section III we examine the generalization to the eight-dimensional case of 
Brandt’s criterion for when a quaternary form is composed of two others. 
Assuming the ring R is BCzout, we show that if a submodule pair [A, u] 
(an R-submodule of V together with an element of the field) participates in a 
classical multiplication (one where all three submodule pairs are primitive 
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and have the same discriminant), then 4 satisfies the condition 
N(A#)J d(A) c N(A)4, where A# is the module dual to A, N(A) is the norm 
of A, and d(A) is the discriminant of A. The converse holds in the four- 
dimensional case, but it is not known whether it holds in the eight-dimensional 
case. We also show that modules which come from orders by right and left 
multiplications by invertible elements of V? participate in classical multiplica- 
tions, and in the absence of further examples we conjecture they are the only 
ones which do. 
I. COMPOSITION OF QUADRATIC FORMS AND COMPOSITION ALGEBRAS 
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. We state first a classical 
definition for a quadratic form over R and for a composition of quadratic 
forms over R. A concrete quadratic form over R is an expression of the form 
Cz+, aijxixj where aij = aji if the characteristic is not two and i < j if the 
characteristic is two, the aij are in K and the xi take values in R. Let A(x) be 
zy,j=, aijxixj , B(y) be C” ._ b.. 2,3--1 t9~z~j , and C(z) be Cy+, ci+izj. We say 
that C(z) is composed of A(x) and B(y) if there is a bilinear substitution 
(m&, mijh E R, such that if ~6 = Cy,+, mijkvjyr then 
In the following work we generally prefer to use the basis-free definition of 
quadratic form; namely, if A is an R-module then a quadratic form over R on 
A is a mapping QA : A + K such that 
(1) QA(hx) = h2QA(x) for all A E R, x E A, 
(2) the mapping , : A x A-+Kdefinedby 
(x, x’> = QA(X + 4 - Q&) - Q/d4 
is bilinear. QA is said to be nonsingular if QA(x) = 0 and (x, A) = 0 imply that 
x = 0. Let A, B, and C be R-modules with quadratic forms QA , Q, , and Qc , 
respectively. Qc is composed of QA and Qs if there is a bilinear map 
F : A x B -+ C such that Qc(F(x, y)) = QA(x) QB(y) for all x in A and y 
in B. 
A composition algebra L over a field K is a (not necessarily associative) 
K-algebra with 1 together with a nonsingular quadratic form N over K, 
called the norm, which satisfies N(xy) = N(x) N(y) for all x, y EL. Let K 
be the quotient field of an integral domain R. An R-submodule A of L is 
called admissible if A is finitely generated over R and K OR A= L. We 
concentrate most of our attention on such modules, and when no ambiguity 
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can result, we will often omit the qualifier admissible and the prefix R- and 
simply write that A is a submodule of L. If A and B are admissible R-submod- 
ules of L we define the product AB to be the (admissible) R-submodule 
generated by all xy, where x E A and y E B. A module pair is a pair [A, a] 
where A is an R-module and a E K. We speak of [A, a] as being a submodule 
pair if A is an admissible R-submodule of the composition algebra L. 
Composition of quadratic forms over an integral domain R corresponds to 
multiplication of submodule pairs of a composition algebra over the quotient 
field K of R. We show exactly how this correspondence works in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B, and C be torsion-free R-modules of rank n and let 
Q~,QB> and Qc be nonsingular quadratic forms over R on A, B, and C, respec- 
tively. Suppose that Qc is composed of QA and Qe via a bilinear map F. Then 
(1) K” can be given the structure of a composition algebra; 
(2) there are monomorphisms fA , fB , and fc of A, B, and C respectively 
into K” and there are elements a and b in K such that 
QA(*) = N(fA(X)) 
a ’ 
0 
,B 
(y) = !YfdYN 
b ’ 
Q,c(z) = N(ff+)) 
ab ’ 
for all x in A, y in B, and z in C; 
(3) the monomorphisms fA , fs , and fc also have the property 
fA(A) fB(B) C fc(C), and if the bilinear map F implementing composition is onto, 
then the inclusion is an equality, 
Proof. Let FK be the extension of F to K OR A x K @n B and let 
QAK, QgK, and QcK be the extensions of QA , QB , and Qzc to K @n A, K @n B, 
and K OR C, respectively. QAK, QBK, and QcK are all nonsingular since QA , 
QB and Qc are, and QcK is composed of QAK and QsK via FK since Qc is corn- 
posed of QA and QB via F. 
Let x0= 1 @x,‘EK@,A and y,,= 1 @~,,‘EK@~B be such that 
Q,&,,‘) # 0 and QB(yo’) # 0. Then 
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where the isomorphism y exists because C is a torsion-free R-module of rank 
n, and FK( , y,,) andFK(x, , ) are isomorphisms by the following well-known 
lemma. 
LEMMA. Let Qx and Qr be quadratic forms over K on the n-dimensional 
vector spaces X and Y, respectively. Suppose a linear transformation T satisfies 
Q y( T(X)) = kQ,(x), for all x E X and for 0 f k E K. Then T is an isomorphism. 
To apply the lemma we let X = K OR A, Y = K @JR C, Qx = Q,qK, 
Qr = QCK, T = FK( , yO) and k = QBK( y,J observing that 
QcKPKb yo)) = QB~(Y~) QaK(4 
and we proceed similarly for FK(x, , ). 
Given any z and z’ in K” there are x E K OR A and x’ E K OR B such that 
z = fAK(x) and z’ = fBK(y). We define the product zz’ = IJI 0 FK(x, y). With 
this multiplication K” becomes a (not necessarily associative) K-algebra with 
an identity element FK(x, , y,,). In fact, given any z E K” there are an 
x E K OR A and a y E K (52~~ B such that z = fAK(x) = fBK(y). Since 
and 
1 = fAK(X”) = fBK(Y,), z - 1 = FK(x, yO) = fAK(x) = x 
1 . z = FK(x, , y) = fBK(y) = z. 
Let a = QAK(zO)-l and b = QBK(y,,)-’ and define a quadratic form N on 
K” by N(z) = QcK(v-l(z)) . ab. F or all z, z’ E K”, N(zx’) = N(z) N(z’); for 
if z = fAK(x) and z’ = fBK(y), then 
N(zz’) = N(g, 0 FK(x, y)) = Q,-(FK(x, y)) ab 
= (QcK(FK(x, yd) 4 (QcK(FK(xo j Y> 4) = W4 W4. 
Let i,:A-+KgRA, i,:B+KBRB, and i,:C-+K@,C be the 
inclusions and define fA = fAK o iA , fs = fBK 0 i, , and fc = 9 o ic . Then 
N(fA(x)) = QA(x) . a for all x E A, N(fB(y)) = QB(y) . b for all y E B, and 
N( f&x)) = Q&z) . ab for all x E C. For instance, for all x E A, 
Wfh9) = Wf,4K(i&))) = WP 0 F”(i&), yo)) = QcK(FK(i,h), Y,,)) ab 
= QA~(~A(x)) QB~(YJ 
QB~(Y~) 
a = QA(x) a. 
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Finally, fA(A)fB(B) Cfc(C) because if x -fa(x’) and y = fs(y’), where 
x’ E A and y’ E B, then 
In case F is surjective, fJA)f@) =fc(C); for if z’ Ebb then z’ =f,-(z) 
for some .a E C and by surjectivity of F there is an x E A and a y E B such that 
z = F(x, y). Thus 
Suppose the characteristic of R is not two and A, B, and C are free modules 
with fixed bases a1 ,..., 01s , /3, ,..., & , and yr ,..., ys , respectively. Let 
i2(x) = i aiixixj , 
i,j=l 
and 
C(z) = i cijzizj 
i,j=l 
be the concrete forms corresponding to QA , QB , and Qc . C(x) is composed of 
A(x) and B(y) by means of the bilinear substitution xi = Ci,,=, m,,,xjy, , 
where (mijk) is the matrix of F. The condition in Theorem 1 (3) that F be 
onto is equivalent to the classical condition of H. J. St. Smith (see [2, p. 3051) 
that the minors of the rectangular matrix (m&, i = l,..., 8,jk = 11, 12 ,..., 88, 
be relatively prime. To prove this we may assume that R is a local ring with 
maximal ideal A+‘. If F is onto then the elements 
rlij = F(oli , pj) = c miikyk 
k=l 
generate C. The determinant of their coefficients must necessarily be a unit. 
Conversely, suppose the minors are not relatively prime. Then every minor 
is an element of A!. By passing to R/d? we see that any eight of the +jij in 
R/,X OR C are linearly dependent. Thus the rlij’s cannot span C. 
Brandt required a stronger hypothesis for his concept of composition than 
that the bilinear map F be onto [2, p. 3041. He required that the coefficients 
of the yk’s and the xj’s in the determinants j a~,/&, / and ] &zi/ayk 1 be rela- 
tively prime. In case R is B&out, this condition is equivalent to the condition 
that QA(A) and QB(B) are relatively prime (except for a possible common 
factor of 2). 
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The structure of composition algebras is known. The following description 
(see [9] for a complete proof) is the cumulative result of work done by 
Hurwitz, Dickson, Freudenthal, Linnik, Chevalley, Albert, and Kaplansky. 
THEOREM 2. Let L be an algebra with unit element over afield K. Suppose 
that L carries a nonsingular quadratic form N satisfying N(xy) = N(x) N(y) 
for all x, y in L. Then : 
(a) L is alternative; 
(b) except for the case where L has characteristic two and is a purely 
inseparable field over K, L is jinite-dimensional and of dimension 1, 2, 4 or 8; 
(c) L is either simple or the direct sum of two copies of K; 
(d) there is an involution x + x* of L such that N(x) = xx*. 
Let L be a composition algebra and x EL. We define the trace of x, Tr(x), 
to be Tr(x) = x + x *. In terms of the involution the inner product is given 
by (x, Y) = XY* + YX *. Since Tr(x) = (1, x) the trace function is linear. 
Furthermore, any element x in L satisfies the quadratic equation 
x2 - Tr(x) x + N(x) = 0. 
A Cayley algebra over K is an eight-dimensional, central, simple, alternative 
K-algebra. A Cayley algebra is of one of two types. If the norm is anisotropic, 
i.e., N(x) # 0 for any x in the algebra, then it is a division algebra (the classi- 
cal Cayley numbers). Otherwise it has zero divisors in which case for a given 
field it is a unique object first defined by Zorn and called here a Cayley 
matrix algebra. We describe the Cayley matrix algebra over K as follows [6]: 
Let V be the three-dimensional vector algebra over K, that is, V has basis 
or , es , cs over K and has a bilinear scalar multiplication and a skew-symmetric 
vector multiplication satisfying: <I , ~a , es are orthogonal unit vectors and 
El x El = Ep x 62 = Es x E!j = 0, q x c2 = Es, E2 x FQ = El ) Es x El = E2. 
Let %3 be the set of 2 x 2 matrices of the form (z E), a, b E K and 01, /3 E r. 
We define an algebra product in %? by 
where a, 6, c, d E K and 01, /3, y, 6 E V. The Cayley matrix algebra over K is Y 
together with the obvious addition, multiplication by elements of K, and the 
algebra multiplication given above. The involution * on V is given by 
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The norm of an element ($ i) is N($ f;) = ab - /3a and the trace of (“a z) is 
Whereas over a given field there is only one Cayley matrix algebra there 
may be many Cayley division algebras. A field which is algebraically closed, 
however, has no Cayley division algebras over it; in fact, if V is a Cayley 
division algebra over K and Sz is the algebraic closure of K, then Q 6&G? 
is a Cayley matrix algebra over Q. 
II. ORDERS OF CAYLEY ALGEBRAS 
The main result of this section is that any two maximal orders in a Cayley 
algebra G? over a field with a discrete valuation are isomorphic under an 
automorphism of %7 (Theorem 5). We first prove this result directly for the 
case where V is a Cayley matrix algebra (Theorem 3). If %? is a Cayley division 
algebra over a complete field, we prove the sharper result that 9 has a unique 
maximal order consisting of all integral elements of V (Theorem 4). The proof 
of Theorem 5 consists of a reduction to Theorems 3 and 4. Van der Slij and 
Springer [13] have proved Theorem 3 assuming that R is complete and have 
also shown using number theoretic techniques that any two maximal orders 
in a Cayley algebra over the field of rational numbers are isomorphic under 
an automorphism of @. 
Let 9? be a Cayley algebra over the quotient field K of an integral domain R 
and let A be an admissible submodule of %‘. We define the norm of A, N(A), 
to be the (fractional) ideal generated by N(x) for all x E A. We state Lemmas I 
and 2 for the case where R is a B&out domain (finitely generated ideals are 
principal) in order to have them available for use in Section III. 
LEMMA 1. If R is a B&o& domain, then N(A) is principal. 
Proof. Let a, ,..., a, be a set of generators for A. Then N(A) is finitely 
generated by the elements aiaj* + aiai*, i #j, and aiai*. Since R is B&out, 
N(A) is principal. 1 
We define an order of %’ to be an admissible R-submodule of % which is a 
subring of Y with 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let V be a Cayley algebra over the quotient Jield K of a B&out 
domain R and let Q be an order of%?. Then N(Q) = R and Tr(Q) CR. 
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Proof It suffices to prove the proposition locally, so we may assume that R 
is a valuation ring. Let 4 E Q be an element having minimal norm and suppose 
N(q) = l/r where T is a nonunit of A. Since Q is an order q2 E Q and thus 
N(q2) = l/r2 E N(Q). Then v(l/r2) < ~(l/ r w ic contradicts the minimality ) h h 
of N(q). Hence N(q) E R. Since 1 E Q, 1 E N(Q) and so N(Q) = R. For any 
x E Q, Tr(x) = N(1 + X) - N(1) - N(x) E N(Q) so Tr(Q) C N(Q) = R. 1 
Let %’ be the Cayley matrix algebra over the quotient field K of an integral 
domain R. We define the standard order, P, of g relative to the standard basis 
to be 
the entries of a, 01, B, b are in R . 
PROPOSITION 1. If R is a B&out domain, P is a maximal order of 59, 
Proof. It is clear that P is an order of V. Suppose Q is an order of 9? such 
that P F Q. Then Q contains an element x = (s z) such that some entry of x 
is not integral. By the following multiplications by elements of P we can put 
that entry into the upper left hand corner of a matrix all of whose other 
entries are zero. 
For example, if /3 = (& , p2, /Is) and /3r $ R, let y = or in the third equality. 
Therefore, since P C Q is closed under multiplication, Q contains an element 
of the form (z i) where a 6 R. But by Lemma 2, a = Tr(i i) E R which is 
a contradiction. 1 
We note that both Lemma 2 and Proposition 1 hold if R is a Priifer ring. 
In the following work we need explicit ways of constructing automorphisms 
of a Cayley algebra. We give two constructions which follow from results of 
Jacobson [5]. 
&/24/I-8 
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We denote the orthogonal complement of a subspace CY of 91 by a-2.. o;! is 
called nonisotropic if fl n 6!!l = (0). 
LEMMA 3. Let %? he a Cayley algebra over a field K and let Q? and @’ be 
nonisotropic subalgebras of %? with 1. Suppose there exists an algebra isomorphism 
7 : GY +- CY’ such that N(T(x)) = N(x) for all x E a. Then 7 can be extended to an 
automorphism of V. 
Proof. Since @ is nonisotropic, GPG’ contains an element x,, such that 
N(x,) == - p # 0. 7 preserves norms so Witt’s theorem implies that the 
norm takes the same values on OIL and 0L’l. Thus there is an element x0’ E GY’I 
with N(x,‘) =: - p also. Using standard arguments from the theory of compo- 
sition algebras (see [5]-these arguments hold even in case of characteristic 2), 
one can show that 02 @ ax,, and 02’ @ fXx,,’ are nonisotropic subalgebras 
with 1 and have dimensions twice that of QL. We extend 7 to a norm 
preserving algebra isomorphism Q: LZ @ QZxa + GZ’ @ a’~,, by the formula 
Since %’ has dimension 8, by repeating this process in at most three stages we 
will have constructed an automorphism of V which extends 7. 1 
A Cayley matrix algebra has a Peirce decomposition 
% = gloo @ g,, @ @lo @ v?ll ) 
where 
We have a pairing %‘a1 x %‘rO - K given by 
This gives rise to isomorphisms 
where D denotes the dual space. We may identify %?r,, with %fI via 0a so that 
any nonsingular linear transformation T : %?‘a, - VI,, induces a linear trans- 
formation ( T-l)D : V?,,, + qI,, . We will show how an automorphism of %? 
can be given merely by specifying a linear transformation T : VO, + VO, 
of determinant 1. 
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LEMMA 4. Let T : V,, --t %,,l be a linear transformation of determinant 1 
and define a linear transformation F on V as folloms : 
F I %,,I = T, F 1 VI0 = (T-l)D, FIN,,= 1, FIVl, = 1. 
Then F is an automorphism. 
Proof. Let U = (T-l)D. We will abuse notation and write 
c ,o 0 0 a1 =01 and i ,o p 0  1 =s* 
We note that 
for all 01 E V, and /3 E V,, . Let (z g) and (g z) E %?. Then 
(4 
(3) ( ac + crS = aTy + dTa - T@ x S) cU/3 + bUS + U((Y x 6) BY + bd 1 
F((;; 31F ((ii I;)) 
= ( 
ac $ TolUG aTy + dTor - (Up x US) 
(4) 
cUfl+bUS+ U(ol x 6) U/3- Ty + bd 1 ’ 
The upper left and lower right corners of (3) and (4) are equal by direct 
. . 
apphcatron of (2). To show that the upper right and lower left corners are 
equal, one simply checks the equalities T@ x S) = Up x US and 
U(a x y) = Tel x Ty on the basis elements cl , fg and ~a using the equality 
(77~~ x UC,) . Ue3 = UE~ = det U = (det T)-l = 1 and the fact that U 
is nonsingular. m 
THEOREM 3. Let %? be a Cayley matrix algebra over a$eld K with a discrete 
valuation v. If Q and Q’ are maximal orders of V, then there is an automorphism 
of V taking Q onto Q’. 
Proof. Since P, the standard order of %, is maximal, it suffices to prove the 
theorem for Q’ = P. Because R, the ring of integers of K, is a discrete 
valuation ring, there is a t E R of least value so that t . (some idempotent) is 
in Q. Now given any two idempotents of a Cayley algebra there is an auto- 
morphism of the algebra sending one to the other. This follows from Lemma 3 
by the following argument. For any x E V an easy computation shows that the 
subalgebra generated by 1 and x is nonisotropic if and only if (Tr(x))2 # 4N(x). 
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Let x and x’ be idempotents not equal to 0 or I ; N(x) = N(x’) = 0 whereas 
Tr(x) = Tr(x’) = 1, so the inequality holds for x and x’. Thus the sub- 
algebras QI and a’ generated by 1 and x and by 1 and x’ respectively are non- 
isotropic. Because x and x’ have the same norm and trace, the algebra iso- 
morphism of GZ? --f cX?’ defined by sending x + x’ is norm preserving. Lemma 3 
therefore applies and the mapping of x + X’ can be extended to an auto- 
morphism of 97. Hence after application of a suitable automorphism we can 
assume that t(: i) E Q and that if s . (any idempotent) EQ then n(s) > v(t). 
It follows that if (8” g) EQ, then a, b, and pa are in R. For if (i i) EQ, then 
(i i) (i z) = tu(i “p) EQ, and since (,, 0 r *la) is an idempotent v(ta) > w(t). 
Thus ~(a) 3 0 and a E R. The proof that b E R follows similarly. Finally, by 
Lemma 2, N(Q) = R, soif(g E)EQthen/?olER. 
Let Qsr be the projection of Q into V,,r and VI0 be the projection of Q 
into wls. We have a pairing Qal x Q10 --f R given by ((z i), (i i)) + c&I. 
Qol and Q1,, are free R-modules of rank 3 because R is a valuation ring and %? 
is torsion-free, so the pairing is nondegenerate. 
embeddings Q,,i % Qfs and Qn, 2 Qfi , 
We, therefore, have 
where QE is the dual module of Qtii . 
We may identify gOr with glf as before; the embedding 8, then be- 
comes an inclusion. By the elementary divisor theorem there is a basis 
ho, a?, 01s~) ofQ,9 and there are “elementary divisors” a, , us , as E R so 
that {alarD, CZ~(Y~~, u+sD} is a basis for Qn-, . Let (cur , CY~ , (us} be the dual 
basis of Qol . Using Lemma 4 we now construct an automorphism F of 97 by 
specifying a linear transformation of determinant I on V,,, . Let T be defined 
on basis elements by 
where s = (01~ x as) . as E R. T has determinant 1 and on %Y1s (Tw-~)~ is 
defined on a basis by 
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Note also that F commutes with the projections into the subspaces VO1 and 
Vi,, . If as/s E R then every element of F(Q,,) is an integral linear combination 
of (fl t), (f2 i), (t3 t) and F(Q) C P. Maximality of F(Q) implies that the two 
are equal. If a,/s $ R, set a,/s = l/r, where r is a nonunit of R. r j a, because 
(;,,, ;) (fire, ;) = (; uy + hi -p al/r, 0);) , 
so since a, b, yZ , o/s E R we have that al/r E R. Similarly, t 1 a2 . Then 
F(Q) $ the submodule generated by 
(:, “,, , (; ls”), (; ;j ? (; 6, 
(:: 3 7 Cl 3 9 t2 001 3 (l;., 3 
which is an order. This is a contradiction,so us/s must be in R and F(Q) = P. 1 
To prove that a Cayley division algebra over a field which is complete 
with respect to a discrete valuation has a unique maximal order, we first need 
an alternate characterization of orders. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 9 be a Cuyley algebra over the quotient jield K of a 
noetheriun, integrally closed domain R. If an R-module Q of 97 satisfies 
(4 K&Q =q, 
(b) Q is a subring of V with 1, 
(c) Q consists entirely of integral elements of V, then Q is an order of 59. 
Proof [3]. It suffices to show that Q is finitely generated. Because 
K OR Q = L, Q contains a basis (xi ,..., xs} of %’ over K. If a = & ajxj 
is an element of Q, then 
( ax1 ).,. , ax,) = (a1 ,. ..) us) (~Fcf;j. 
Since the ui are in K and trace is linear, 
i 
Wwl) . . . Tr(x,xs) 
(Tr(ux,) ,..., Tr(uxs)) = (ai ,..., us) i (5) 
T+%x1) : 1. ... Tr(&xs) 
According to the classical definition the determinant of the matrix (Tr(x,x,)) 
is the discriminant of the algebra V up to the square of a unit of K. It is 
nonzero because the discriminant d’ of a Cayley algebra V is nonzero. To 
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show this it suffices to show that the discriminant of a Cayley matrix algebra 
is nonzero because given an arbitrary Cayley algebra %? over K, Q OR V 
is a Cayley matrix algebra where Q is the algebraic closure of K. But if %? 
is a Cayley matrix algebra, we may compute the discriminant with respect to 
the standard basis and obtain d’ = 1 =#: 0. 
Let d = det(Tr(xixj)). Th en d E R. Integrality of the elements of Q 
implies by Gauss’s lemma that if x EQ then the minimal polynomial for x 
has integral coefficients and since R is integrally closed these coefficients are 
in R. Thus either x E R, in which case N(x) = x2 E R and Tr(x) = 2x E R, 
or X2 - Tr(x) X + N(x) is the minimal polynomial for x, in which case also 
N(x) E R and Tr(x) E R. H ence Tr(x,xj) E R for all i, j = l,..., 8 and d E R. 
We may solve (5) for (ur ,..., as) and obtain 
(a1 >a*.> a,) = (Tr(ax,),..., Tr(axs)) (Tr(xixj))-l. 
Since a and xi are in Q so is their product and hence Tr(ax,) E R. Also 
(Tr(xixj))-l = (l/O) adj(Tr(xixj)) and the entries of adj(Tr(xixj)) are in R. 
Thus a is an R-linear combination of x1/O,.. , xs/d. Since R is noetherian, Q is 
finitely generated. 1 
We note that it follows from Proposition 2 using Zorn’s lemma that if V 
is a Cayley algebra over the quotient field K of a noetherian, integrally 
closed domain R, then any order of V can be embedded in a maximal order. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient$eld K 
and let V be a Cayley division algebra over K. Then % has a unique maximal order 
consisting of all integral elements of 55. 
Proof [3]. We first prove that x E 9 is integral if and only if N(x) E R. 
That integrality of x implies x E R is clear from Gauss’ lemma. So suppose 
N(x) E R but x is not integral. Since x satisfies the equation 
X2 - Tr(x) X + N(x) = 0, 
we must have Tr(x) = 1 /Y, where Y E 4, the maximal ideal of R. Thus x is a 
root of rX2 - X + rN(x) = 0 which when reduced modulo J&’ becomes 
- X . 1 = 0. By Hensel’s lemma, rX2 - X + rN(x) factors as 
(- X + rl) (r,X + l), where rl , r2 E JY. Since x is a root, x E K, and hence 
x2 = N(x) and Tr(x) = 2x. Then N(x) E R implies that Tr(x) E R also. 
We next prove that the set I of integral elements of %’ forms an order by 
using the characterization of Proposition 2. Clearly, I is closed under multi- 
plication and scalar multiplication by elements of R. Moreover, I is closed 
under addition. For if x and y are integral, then x-ly or y-lx is also because 
N(x)/N(y) E R or N(y)/N(x) E R. Assume x-‘y is integral. Then so is 
1 + x-ly because N(l + xry) = Tr(x-ry) + 1 + N(x-ly), and hence 
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X(1 +x+y) =x+y is integral also. Thus 1 is an RR-submodule of $7 which 
is a ring with 1. Since I contains a basis for %7 over K, I is an order. 
Finally, by Lemma 2 every element of an order of a Cayley algebra over the 
quotient field of a valuation ring is integral. Hence I is the unique maximal 
order of V. 1 
To prove that in an arbitrary Cayley algebra over a field with a discrete 
valuation any maximal order Q can be sent to any other Q’ by an automor- 
phism of the algebra, we need to state some properties of the completion @ 
of V with respect to the maximal ideal of R. We establish a correspondence 
between orders of %? and orders of @ which takes Q and Q’ to maximal orders 
Q and Q’, respectively. If g is a Cayley matrix algebra, Theorem 3 applies to 
give an automorphism of ‘8 taking Q to Q’. If @ is a division algebra, Theo- 
rem 4 implies that Q = Q. In either case we have an automorphism of ‘g 
taking Q to Q’ which we lift back to a map of %7 taking Q to Q’. We need the 
following lemma to show that this map is an automorphism. 
LEMMA 5. Let % be a Cayley algebra and let T be a linear transformation 
of 97 onto ‘3 such that N(T(x)) = kN(x), 0 # k E K. Then T has the form 
T(x) = zF(x) where F is an automorphism or an antiautomorphism of VT and 
x E % is invertible. 
Proof. T(1) is invertible since N(T(1)) = kN(1) = k # 0. Let x = T(1) 
and define a new linear transformation F on % by F(x) = &T(x). Then F is a 
Jordan homomorphism (F(xyx) = F(x) F(y) F(x) and F(S) = (F(x))~) which 
sends 1 to 1. 9? is an integral domain, so we can apply the result of Jacobson 
and Rickart on Jordan homomorphisms [8] to say that F must be either an 
automorphism or an antiautomorphism. 1 
We note that Lemma 5 is false for a Cayley matrix algebra. Let r be an 
element of K which is not a cube root of 1 and define an isomorphism of the 
Cayley matrix algebra %? over K as follows: T(g z) = (FB ar). Then 
N( T(x)) = N(x) for every x E V and T(1) = 1, but T is neither an auto- 
morphism nor an antiautomorphism. 
Let j j be the (nonarchimedian) absolute value defined on R by 1 utn 1 = 2-“, 
where t is a uniformizing parameter of R. R is a topological ring under the 
topology induced by / / and, as usual, the absolute value may be extended 
to K making K a topological field. Fix a basis {x1 ,..., xs} for %? and define a 
norm I/ I/ on %7 by 11 XI=, aixi /I = maxi 1 ai / . Then V is a topological vector 
space and the topology on %Y is independent of the choice of basis. There is a 
constant M such that jl xy I/ < M // x 11 j/y /I for all x, y E %7, so multiplication 
is continuous. The inner product, ( , ), the norm, N, and the inverse map 
(where defined) are also continuous with respect to the topology on V?. 
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We define a norm Ij // on the space end,(V) of linear transformations of 
%’ + %?. Each such transformation T has a matrix (Tij) with respect to the 
fixed basis {x1 ,..., xs> of V. We define 11 T/j = maxi,j 1 Tij / . Then end,(V) 
is a topological vector space and the topology on end,@?) is independent 
of the choice of basis for ‘G. Multiplication on end,(V) is continuous. 
We have the inequality i/ T(x)11 < 1; T/l /j x /I , for all T E end,(g) because the 
absolute value 1 1 on K is nonarchimedean. 
LEMMA 6. If A is an admissible module of V, then there exists an Ed > 0 
so that if x E 92 satisjies jj x - y /j < Ed for some y E A, then x E ,4. 
Proof. Suppose first that A contains the fixed basis (x1 ,..., xs}. Then we 
can take Ed = 1 because if x = x:=, ai.lci and y = &, bixi , where bi E R, 
then /I x - y // < 1 implies that / ai - b, I < 1 and so a, - bi E R for all 
i = I,..., 8. Hence x E A. Now let A be any admissible module containing 
the basis {zl ,..., as} of V? over K. Let T be the linear transformation such that 
T(q) = xi and take eA q = l/II Tll. Then if ]Ix - y 11 < eA and y EA, 
jj T(x) - T(y)11 < /I T/j j/ x - y j/ < 1, so by the above T(x) E T(A). But 
thenxEA. 1 
Denote the completions of R and K with respect to j / by 2 and R and 
denote by @ the completion of %’ with respect to jl /j . Then G?? is again a 
Cayley algebra over K [7]. If A is an admissible module of %? then the closure 
A of A in $? is an admissible R-module. This follows from the fact that 
RA=A. 
PROPOSITION 3. There is a one-to-one correspondence from admissible 
modules of V to admissible modules of @ given by A + 2 with inverse map given 
by B--j B CJ $7. This correspondence takes orders into orders and maximal 
orders into maximal orders. 
Proof. We need to show that if A is an admissible submodule of g then 
A n %? = A. First let x E A n 9?. Since x E A, there is a y E A so that 
II x - y /I < GA , where <,A is taken as in Lemma 6. Since x E ‘3Z it follows from 
Lemma 6 that x E A. To prove B n V = B we fix the basis {x1 ,..., xs} of 
% over K; {x1 ,..., xs} is also a basis for 4 over K. We choose a basis 
(61 ,..., &} for B over i7. Since i? is a valuation ring we may assume that the 
elements 4 ,..., 6s have the form 
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We will show that there is a set of generators (b, ,..., bs} of B over R such that 
each bi E V. To construct b, take 6,s = tm* E K where 2-“S = j b,, ] , and let 
b, = bssx, . Then the module generated by 9 ,..., h7 , b, is B because the 
matrix representing the new basis in terms of the old is invertible since 
btGil is a unit of R. To construct b, we take b,, = trn7 E K where 
2-m7 = 1 S7, 1 . Then the module generated by 
is also B because the matrix representing the new basis in terms of the old 
is invertible since b,,b,;’ is a unit of R. Now b,,6;,%,, = zy=-, uiti. Call 
b,, = ~~~~: uiti and let b, = b,,x, + b,,x, . Then (6r ,..., &, 6, , b8} gener- 
ates B since 
We continue by induction using b,-, ,..., b, to construct b,-ci+l) until we have 
a set of elements {b, ,..., b,} in % which generate B. It follows that 
B = R(B n $2) = B n 5~7. 
It is clear that the correspondence takes orders into orders since on the one 
hand the completion in @ of a subring of V is a ring and the intersection of 
two rings is a ring and since on the other hand if Q C %? is a ring 
then RQ * RQ = RQ. Finally if Q C $? is maximal and if Q’ is an order of @ 
containing Q, then Q’ n V 3 Q. Thus since Q’ n %? is an order Q = Q’ n %? 
by maximality of Q. By the one-to-one correspondence, then, 8’ = & and so 
Q is maximal. Conversely, if Q is maximal and if Q n % = Q C Q’, then 
BCQ’soQ =Q’by maximality of Q. But then Q = Q n % = p n V = Q’ 
so Q is maximal. 1 
LEMMA 7. Let A and B be admissible modules of %? and let T E end@) 
be such that T(A) C B. Then there is an l = E~,~,~ such that if SE end&Y) 
satisjies /I T - S 11 < E, then S(A) C B. 
Proof. Let {yi ,..., ys} generate A and let N = maxi lIyi Ij . Let E = E,JN 
where cA is as in Lemma 6. If x = &, aiyi , where ai E R, then 
II T(x) - WGI = 11 : adT - S) (~4 11 
i=l 
so by Lemma 6, S(x) E T(A) C B. 1 
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THEOREM 5. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with quotient$eld K and let 
97 be a Cayley algebra over K. If Q and Q’ are maximal orders of 0, then there is 
an automorphism of %? taking Q onto Q’. 
Proof. Let R, K, C, Q, Q’ b e e ne as above. We may assume that % d fi d 
is a division algebra since otherwise Theorem 3 applies. By Theorems 3 and 4 -- 
we know that there is an automorphism T of @ such that T(Q) = Q’. Iti is an 
isometry (that is, T preserves norms), so by Dieudonne [4] T is a product of 
symmetries corresonding to vectors zr ,..., z, of @; i.e., T = Sz, ... S, where 
S,(X) = x - (x, X)/N(~) z. By preceding remarks it is clear that the”map of 
% -+ end&?) given by x - S, is continuous on the open set of nonisotropic 
vectors. Let {PI’,..., q8’} be a basis for Q’ over R. We can find ai ,..., z, in 55 
and close to %r ,..., 2n so that 
where E is as in Lemma 7, and so that 
where cc, is as in Lemma 6 and M is the constant such that 
/I xy 11 < M I/ x 11 jjy 11 for all x, y E %‘. This follows from the facts that multi- 
plication in end&?) is continuous, Sz, ... Szn( 1) = 1, and inverse in V is 
continuous where defined. Let T = Szl -- 
that T(Q) CQ’. g r\ 92 = Q’, 
... Szn. By Lemma 7 and (6) we have 
so since T(V) C 9, we have that T(Q) CQ’. 
Define F = T(l)-l T. By Lemma 5, F is an automorphism or an antiauto- 
morphism of V. Now F(Q) C T( 1)-l Q’ and we claim that T(l)-r Q’ C Q’. It 
suffices to show that T(l)-1 qi’ E Q’ for all i = I,..., 8. But by (7) 
II W-l qi’ - qi’ II = NT(I)-l - 1) qi’ II < MI1 W-l - 1 II II d Ii 
d MII T(l)-l - 1 II yv II qi’ II < l 0 , 
so by Lemma 6 T(l)-1 qi’ EQ’ for all i = l,..., 8. Thus F(Q) CQ’. F(Q) is a 
maximal order of %? so F(Q) = Q’. If F IS an automorphism of V, we are done. 
If not, * o F is an automorphism of V such that * 0 F(Q) = Q’* = Q’ where 
the last equality follows from Lemma 2 and the definition of trace. i 
III. CLASSICAL MULTIPLICATION AND THE BRANDT CONDITION 
In Brandt’s studies of composition of quaternary quadratic forms [l, 21, 
he assumed throughout that the three forms had the same discriminant and 
were properly primitive. In [I] he proved that a form A is composed of two 
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others if and only if their common discriminant D is a square and the form 
adjoint to A is divisible by l/D. This condition is exactly equivalent to the 
condition that A is invertible [l I]. Th ese are the results which we attempt 
to generalize below. 
We say a module pair [A, u] is primitive if !V(A)/a = R. The discriminant, 
A(A), of a free submodule A of a Cayley algebra is defined as follows: Choose 
a basis {ul ,..., us} for A and let d(A) = det(u, , uj). If a different basis had 
been chosen, the discriminant defined in terms of it would differ from d(A) 
by the square of a unit of R. The discriminant of the pair [A, a], d([A, a]), 
is defined to be d([A, a]) = O(A)/&. Then d([A, a]) is well-defined up to the 
square of a unit of R. In this section we assume the ring R is Bezout so that 
admissible modules will be free. If A is an admissible R-submodule of %‘, let 
A# = {x E Y? j (x, A) C R}. Then A# is also admissible. A is called a Brandt 
module if it satisfies the Brandt condition IVY A(A) C IVY. 
Let [B, b], [C, c] and [A, bc] be submodule pairs such that BC C A. We call 
this a classica multipkztion if all three pairs are primitive and have the same 
discriminant. We may omit explicit reference to the scalar element of the pair 
in discussing a classical multiplication. In that case to say that BC C A is 
classical means that N(B) N(C) = N(A) and that if N(B) = (b) and 
N(C) = (c) then A(B)/bs = d(C)/6 = d(A)/bacs. If BC C A is classical then 
BC = A even if we remove the requirement that [A, bc] and [C, c] are pri- 
mitive. Moreover, if both [B, b] and [C, c] are assumed to be primitive, it 
follows that [A, bc] is primitive. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a B&out domain with quotient JieZd K and let %? 
be a Cayley algebra over K. Let A, B and C be submodules of V, 6 and c nonxero 
elements of K. Suppose that BC C A, that [B, b] is primitive and that [B, b], 
[C, c] and [A, bc] all have the same discriminant. Then A = BC. If [C, c] 
is also primitive, then so is [A, bc]. 
Proof. Every aspect of the proposition localizes so we may assume that R 
is a valuation domain. Let x E B have minimal norm (there is such an x since 
given a finite number of elements of a valuation ring, one divides all the rest) 
and let B, = x-IB, CO = CX-l and A,, = x-lAx-l. We use an identity of 
Moufang for alternative rings, namely xa . bx = x . ab . x. Then 
B,C, = x-lB . Cx-1 = x-1 - BC - x-1 C x-IAx- = A, . 
Since 1 E B, , we have CO C B,C, C A,. But C, and A, both have the same 
discriminant since 
A(C) b8 
A(A,,) = A(x-lAx-l) = &$ = b16 = A(Cx-l) = A(C,) 
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and comparable modules with the same discriminant are equal. Thus 
co = B,C, == A,, and so ~1 . BC .x-i = x-lB C.r~~l I= x-~Ax-~ which 
implies that BC = A. 
If [C, c] is primitive, then so is [CO , c/6] and 
N(A,) = N(C,) =z i$) = N(x-lAx-1) = y . 
Thus N(A) = (bc) and [A, bc] is primitive. 1 
We have three conditions a module A may satisfy: 
(a) A participates in a classical multiplication, 
(b) 4 satisfies the Brandt condition, 
(c) A comes from an order of g by right and left multiplications by 
invertible elements of %?. 
Corollary 1 to Propositions 5 and 6 states that (a) implies (b). Proposition 7 
states that (c) implies (a). The reverse implications are not known. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be a B&out domain with quotient field K and let %? 
be a Cay& algebra over K. Let A, B and C be submodules of%? such that BC C A 
is a classical multiplication. Then A is a Brandt module. 
The proof of Proposition 5 is completely analogous to the proof in the 
quaternary case [l 11. 1 
If a module participates in a classical multiplication in one position, then it 
participates in classical multiplications in the other two positions. Let 
B* = {X E V 1 x* E B} where * is the involution on 9?. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let R be a B&out domain with quotient field K, let V 
be a Cayley algebra over K and let A, B and C be submodules of V. Suppose that 
BC C A is a classical multiplication. Then 
(1) if N(B) = (b), (B*/b) A C C is a cZassica1 multiplication, 
(2) if N(C) = (c), A (C*/c) C B . zs a classical multiplication. 
Proof. Let {a1 ,..., as} be a basis of A, (b, ,..., b,} a basis of B, and 
{Cl ,*a.> cs} a basis of C. Since BC C A, for each x in B there exists a matrix 
T(x) with entries in R such that xc< = Cj Tij(x) aj . Multiplying on the 
left by x* and applying T(x)-1 we get xi N(x)T,,(x)-1 ci = ~*a, _ We will 
have shown that (B*/b) A C bC provided we can show that bi*a, is in bC 
for allj, k = l,..., 8. We may assume the 6, were chosen so that N(b,) # 0. 
It suffices to show that the entries of N(b,)/b T(b$l are in R. 
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Let a = ((ai, uj)) and C = ((ci , cj)). Then 
N(x) e= T(x) AT(x)? (10) 
Thus if N(x) # 0, then T(x) is invertible and 
N(x) T(x)-1 == AT(x)” e-1. (11) 
Consider x as an indeterminate and write x = Ck x,b, . Then 
xci = C x,b,c, = c x,pkijaj = c Tij(x) ai , 
k k,j 3 
where the pkij are in R, and the entries of T(x) are linear forms in the xi’s ^ 
with coefficients in R. Since A and C-r are constant matrices with coefficients 
in K, by (11) the entries of N(x) T(x)-l are in K[x, ,..., xs]. Define 
U(x) = adj T(x). The entries of U(x) are forms of degree seven in the xi 
with coefficients in R. Since x* = & x,b,* we have 
XX* = N(X) = 1 xixi(bi , bj) 
a.j 
and since N(B) = (b), N(x)/b is a primitive quadratic form in the xi with 
coefficients in R. 
Taking determinants of (10) we have that det T(x) = & N(x)4/b4, then 
T(x)-l = u(x> = b4 U(x) 
det T(x) * NW4 
so 
qx) = * (N(X) gTW) fyj”. 
The entries of U(x) are in R[x] and those of [N(x) T(x)-l]/b are in K[x]; 
N(x)/b is a primitive polynomial with coefficients in R. Hence by Gauss’ 
lemma, the entries of [N(x) T(x)-l]/b must be in R[x]. Thus for each bi the 
entries of [N(bi) T(bi)-‘l/b are in R. 
Moreover, N(B*/b) = N(B)/b2 = (l/b) and since BC C A is classical, 
N(A) = N(B) N(C) = (bc) where (c) = N(C). Thus 
N (T) N(A) = (+-) (bc) = N(C). 
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AISO 
A B* 
i-j b A@) 44 
== ___ ~~- 1 
( 1 
* bs W’ 
T- 
A(C) ___. c8 
Thus (B*/b) A C C is a classical multiplication. 
The proof of (2) is completely symmetric. 1 
It follows from Propositions 5 and 6 that if a submodule participates in a 
classical multiplication, then it satisfies the Brandt condition. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a Btkout domain with quotient field K and let V 
be a Cayley algebra over K. Let A, B and C be submodules of %Z such that 
BC C A is a classical multiplication. Then A, B and C are all Brandt modules. 
An important example of classical multiplication is the following: 
EXAMPLE 1. If Q is an order of a Cayley algebra ?Z and x E V is invertible, 
then XQ . Qx C xQx is a classical multiplication. 
Proof. We use Moufang’s identity for alternative rings, xy . xx = x . yz . x, 
to conclude that if Q is an order of V then XQ . QX C xQx. Since 
WQQ) = W(x)) = NQ4 and N(xQx) = (No), 
we have that N(xQ) N(Qx) = N(xQx). The equalities 
4xQx) ‘KxQ) 4Qx) 
(N(x)2)8 = (No)8 = (N(X))B 
follow from the fact that A(xQ) = N(x) A(Q). 1 
All known classical multiplications come from this one. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let R be B&out with quotient field K and let %? be a Cayley 
algebra over K. Let M be an admissible module of $? which has the form 
M = L,1&1 ... L, RR,,(Q), where Q is an order of %? and L, (resp., R,) is left 
(resp., right) multi&ation by the invertible element x of V. Then Mparticspates 
in a classical multiplication. 
Proof. If suffices to show that if a submodule A participates in a classical 
multiplication and if x E %? is invertible, then Ax and XA participate in classical 
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multiplications also. This follows from Proposition 6 and the arguments of 
Example 1. 1 
In the eight-dimensional case orders do not act as multiplicative identities 
as they do in the lower dimensional cases. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let R be a valuation ring with quotient field K and let %? 
be a Cayley matrix algebra over K. Let P be the standard order of @ relative 
to the standard basis and let x E % be invertible. The multiplication P . Px 
is classical if and only if Px = cP where c E K. 
Proof. P . Px is a classical multiplication if and only if there is an admis- 
sible module A such that P . Px C A, N(A) = (N(x)) and 
44 __ = g$ = A(P). 
NW8 
Since 1 E P, Px C P . Px so that Px C P * Px C A. If Px s A, then 
A(Px) # A(A); thus P * Px is classical if and only if Px = P . Px. By factoring 
out a scalar we reduce to the case where x E P and some entry of x is a unit 
of R. We then show that P . Px = Px if and only if N(x) is a unit of R. Sup- 
pose that P . Px = Px, i.e., (P . Px) x-l = P, and let x = (g i). If b or some 
ai (where 01 = (01~ , 01 2 , 01~)) is a unit we take (i g), (i t) E P so that 
1 
--i 
* 
N(x) WP x 4 
- ((P x 3 * O1 + b(cL x 4 P) E p 
* 1 * 
If b is a unit take p = or and h = ~a so p x X = l a . Then N(x) ( b2 so N(x) 
is a unit. If b is a nonunit then some 01~ is a unit. We can take p and h so that 
p x A = ei . Then ((CL x A) a) 01 = ai(al , 01% , ~a) has a unit oli2 for the i-th 
entry; since b is a nonunit, - ai + b(<, x & is a unit. Then 
N(x) I (- “i2 + b(~ x B)i) so N(x) is a unit. If a or some pi (where 
fi = (/I1 , &, 8s)) is a unit we follow the same line of argument after multi- 
plying 
In either case we have that N(x) is a unit R. But N(x) is a unit of R if and only 
if P = Px. Thus after replacing the scalar we factored out earlier, we have 
that P . Px is a classical multiplication if and only if Px = cP, c E K. 1 
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